SAND RIGHTS: A LEGAL SYSTEM TO PROTECT THE "SHORES OF THE SEA"
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INTRODUCTION

"By the law of nature these things are common to mankind — the air, running water, the sea and consequently the shores of the sea."1

---

Since earliest times, all cultures have understood that certain natural resources are incapable of private ownership. These resources are essential for human survival. They include the running waters, the seas, and the lands underneath them. The sovereign holds these resources in trust for all people. This concept is known as the “Public Trust Doctrine.” The Public Trust Doctrine has been interpreted to include natural resources within the running waters and the seas. This Article proposes that sand associated with coastal rivers and beaches be recognized as one of those resources.

THE CONCEPT

The legal system of water rights in California and many other states, such as Florida, is highly developed. So far, however, it has failed to recognize, in any comprehensive fashion, the importance of the sand that is transported to and along our beaches by streams and littoral currents. This Article suggests that a system of “Sand Rights” should be integrated into the existing legal framework. The focus is on California’s ocean beaches, where an insufficient sand supply, coupled with El Niño storms, costs billions of dollars in public and private property damage and badly hurts one of the State’s prime recreational resources. The same principle should be applied to beaches all over the world, including lake and riverfront beaches.

The concept of Sand Rights integrates two natural laws. One is physical — the natural transport of sand within the littoral cell. The other is societal — our system of property rights that is based on legal concepts dating to early Roman times. Although the focus is on California, the theory can be applied within the legal system of any state and also to the many nations that recognize the same legal principles.

Sand Rights, like water rights and property rights, are state


4. See National Audubon, 658 P.2d at 718.
law questions that vary from state to state.\textsuperscript{5} A United States Supreme Court decision suggests that California and other states could extend the Public Trust Doctrine to cover Sand Rights.\textsuperscript{6} Sand Rights would require reevaluation of new development to mitigate interference with the watershed and littoral systems, which transport sand to and along the beach. It would also provide a legal basis for funding sand replenishment through mitigation, fees, taxes and assessments.

**FACTUAL BACKGROUND**

The State of California contains about 1000 miles of coastline, excluding the islands and major embayments, such as San Francisco Bay, which are also a part of the state.\textsuperscript{7} Much of this coastline is either highly developed or is consciously being preserved in a natural state for recreational purposes. The coast is one of the most valuable resources of California, as it is for most coastal states. A San Francisco State University study found that “Californians as a whole value beaches . . . at . . . $942 million per year,” and that the present value of future income from the State’s beaches is about $17.5 billion.\textsuperscript{8}

Shoreline erosion presents a major problem in California and many other states.\textsuperscript{9} A rising sea level compounds the problem.\textsuperscript{10} While the shoreline has historically receded and advanced, erosion has become exacerbated by society’s efforts to tame the State’s rivers and divert their waters for public and private use.\textsuperscript{11} Dams, highways, coastal structures, and other developments in coastal
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watersheds prevent or retard the transportation of sand to the coast.\textsuperscript{12} This phenomenon becomes a recognizable problem only when valuable resources, which have been placed near the shore-
line, become threatened by storms as their buffer of sand erodes.\textsuperscript{13} For example, the scenic road along Carmel Beach is threatened by coastal erosion, and State Highway 1, which washed out during the El Niño winter of 1982–83, was reopened only at great expense.\textsuperscript{14} Without the establishment of roads and structures near beaches, the natural accretion and erosion of the shoreline and movement of sand would incur little damage or notice.

Sand is transported within the watershed, which drains into each littoral cell.\textsuperscript{15} This “Greater Littoral Cell” extends from the coastal mountains to submarine canyons, or other offshore terminus, and is composed of rivers and their tributaries, streams, lakes, and coastal waters, which then transport sand to and along the beaches within the littoral cell.\textsuperscript{16} Much of people’s activities within the “Greater Littoral Cell” have a profound effect on the transport of sand to the coast.

Numerous causes of shoreline erosion exist. The effect of the interaction of these complex causes is not completely understood. While not an exhaustive list, some of the most important impacts on the shoreline are described below.

\section*{Major Storms}

Severe winter storms, and the high waves that accompany them, are a major threat to beaches. This was demonstrated by the El Niño storms beginning in the early 1980s\textsuperscript{17} and continuing through 1998.\textsuperscript{18} High tides greatly magnify the eroding potential of
storm waves. The worst erosion generally occurs during high tide ranges. When the high winter wave season coincides with the year's peak of high tides, the potential for storm erosion is the most severe.

Reduction of Sand Borne by Rivers and Streams

A beach is a dynamic system. While certain phenomena, such as large winter storms, may erode a coastline beach by moving sand into offshore canyons, other phenomena, such as river borne sediment, serve to replenish the beaches with new sand. An insufficient supply of new sand will result in progressive narrowing of beaches, increased incidences of wave run-up during storms, and aggravated cliff retreat.

A major source of sand renewal is sediment borne downstream by rivers and streams. Generally, in Northern California, winter and spring stream flows carry sand-size particles directly to the coast every year. In Southern California, this sand does not always reach the coast but is held in flood plains or lagoons at the mouths of rivers for several years. These deposits have traditionally been mobilized by large-scale, periodic floods, which carry the sand to the beaches. However, the occurrence of these floods is not predictable, and their benefits to the beaches have been drastically reduced by shoreline development and flood control projects built along California's rivers and streams.

Many flood plains and lagoons contain large deposits of sand, which act as sand traps by reducing the stream flow to such low velocities that the sediment is precipitated. In many areas of California, commercial sand mining takes place on the beach within the river flood plains. Although exploitation of lagoons is not as widespread since many of them are protected wetlands, commercial mining projects still reduce the amount of sand and sediment available for transport to our beaches.
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Public works projects, such as dams and flood control channels, have also drastically diminished the flow and sediment transport capacity of the water flowing in rivers and streams. It has been estimated that hundreds of millions of cubic yards of sand are stored behind dams in the Los Angeles area.

Interference with Littoral Flows

Sand continues to be mobile once it reaches the shoreline. Large amounts of sand are carried up and down the coast by littoral or longshore currents. Waves approaching the beach at an angle lead to a littoral or longshore current parallel to the beach. This littoral current transports sediments parallel to the beach.

Human interference with the longshore transport of sand has caused increased erosion in some locations and deposits in others. Coastal structures, which have been built to solve local problems, may cause erosion on the downstream side of the structure and accretion on the upstream side. The effect may be compounded by the construction of an entire series of structures, a result that generally occurs because the owner of a downstream property is forced to take action to prevent the increased erosion to his or her beach. "The most common types of coastal structures [built] to prevent erosion" are jetties, seawalls, and breakwaters.

Sand Mining and Interference with Bluff Erosion

Sand mining accounts for a significant loss of beach nourishment. Besides river flood plains and stream beds, large scale commercial sand mining takes place on various beaches (e.g., Monterey) of California. This sand is used in construction, but
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also in less familiar ways, such as for making glass and pottery. Noncommercial sand mining also takes place in California. Sand is removed from the state's beaches by the truckload every summer day with the kelp, sea-grass, and trash raked from city beaches. Other sand is caught in beach towels or in sand pails bound for the cat box.

Many of the coastal bluffs in Southern California were beaches that, through geologic change, have been uplifted to form marine terraces. The marine terraces along the Southern California coast were historically a significant source of sedimentation for the beaches. First the railroad, then the coastal highways, interfered with this source of beach sand. More recently, efforts to stabilize the bluffs and protect coastal developments have practically eliminated this source of sand in some areas. The result of man's interference with coastal processes is a net deficit in sand moving to and along the coast.

Competing Interests

Sand serves several valuable purposes. It is a valuable commercial resource, as demonstrated by the extensive sand mining operations in many parts of California. Beaches are major recreational resources and tourist attractions for most coastal states and nations. California's beaches generate significant income for the State and its coastal communities. Beaches also serve as habitats for sensitive species. The sand on our beaches serves as a buffer to protect public and private coastline structures from storm damage. El Niño storms would not have battered California's coastal structures had there been sufficient sand on the beaches. The lack of sufficient sand is severe in some areas. For example, there
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is a fifty-one percent deficit in the sand budget of the beaches of the Oceanside littoral cell.⁵⁰

TOWARD A THEORY OF SAND RIGHTS

Legal History of Sand Rights

Traditionally, California courts have been hostile to any concept of Sand Rights. For example, in 1943, the California Supreme Court, in Miramar Co. v. City of Santa Barbara⁵¹ held in a split decision that a beachfront hotel owner had no right to the continued accretion of sand carried by the littoral current onto his property.⁵² The plaintiff, the owner of the Miramar Beach Hotel, complained that the construction of a breakwater by the City of Santa Barbara almost three miles west of his property served to block the natural flow of sand carried by the littoral current to his property.⁵³ By the time the hotel filed the lawsuit, seven years after the completion of the breakwater, the beach in front of the hotel was completely “denuded” of sand.⁵⁴

The court noted that “[a] littoral owner may have a right as against an individual [who interrupts the] flow of sand carried . . . by the ocean currents.”⁵⁵ The court held, however, that the State or a city has the right to build coastal structures that aid commerce, navigation, or fishing even though the structure leads to the erosion of the plaintiff’s property.⁵⁶ The court based its ruling on a finding that the diversion of sand from Miramar Beach was an incidental consequence of the State’s use of navigable waters for a public trust purpose, which was superior to any private littoral right to the sand that feeds the beach.⁵⁷

Miramar, and other cases like it, rests in part on the principle that California holds the tidelands and navigable waters of the state in trust for all the people, which is the Public Trust Doctrine.⁵⁸ Plans for public improvements made in furtherance of the public trust (traditionally for commerce, navigation, or fishing) have
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been approved by courts in the face of claims by beachfront property owners that the State's action would diminish the value of their property.59 The denial of private development that would periodically intrude on tidelands has been upheld as not violating private property rights.60 California has developed the Public Trust Doctrine to a greater extent than almost any other state. Other states with a significant body of public trust law include New Jersey, Alaska, Florida, Massachusetts, Oregon, Wisconsin, Maryland, and Mississippi.61

In Florida, for example, the public trust has been described as follows:

The State holds the fore-shore in trust for its people for the purposes of navigation, fishing and bathing. It is difficult indeed to imagine a general and public right of fishing in the sea, and from the shore, unaccompanied by a general right to bathe there, and of access thereto over the fore-shore for that purpose. Universal and habitual practice in England and America for many years has established this right.62

In 1967, the California Supreme Court ruled that a downstream landowner has no right, as against a city, to the continued flow of sand and gravel in suspension in the waters of a stream.63 In Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water District,64 Joslin's business depended upon sand and gravel being carried downstream by the Nicasio Creek.65 The City constructed a dam in 1961 that reduced the flow of water and impeded the replenishment of sand and gravel upon which Joslin's business relied.66 The court rejected Joslin's claim based on California's long-standing riparian rights doctrine.67 That doctrine, set forth in the California Constitution, declares that:

- The use of flowing water is limited to the amount of water
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which is "reasonably required for the beneficial use to be served";

- no waste of water;
- no unreasonable use, unreasonable method of use, unreasonable method of diversion of water; and
- riparian rights apply only to as much of the flow as is required or used consistently with the particular beneficial use.63

In Joslin, the court compared the beneficial use provided by the dam to the general public (conserving the waters of the state) with Joslin's private business need for the sand and gravel.69 The court held, as a matter of law, that the use of the creek's waters for the purpose of carrying and depositing sand and gravel on Joslin's property was an unreasonable use.70 The mere fact that the use of the water to carry sand and gravel was beneficial to private property did not make the beneficial use a reasonable one.71

In the cases discussed above, and in other California decisions of this era, the courts refused to conclude that any right to the continued renewal of sand on a particular piece of real property existed.72 However, these cases all involved a private party complaining that the actions of a public agency interfered with the flow of sand to his or her property.73 The courts decided these cases in favor of the public agency because the asserted public benefit of the traditional public trust project (for commerce, navigation, or fisheries) far outweighed the private economic benefit that was incidentally lost by constructing the project.74 More recent cases, however, indicate that the courts now may be more favorably disposed to protect beaches.75

In 1985, in Whaler's Village Club v. California Coastal Commission,76 the court, upholding the Public Trust Doctrine, held that granting a conditional permit to construct a revetment to protect homeowners along the beach, on the offer to dedicate an easement for public access to the beach, was a reasonable mitigation
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measure and did not constitute an invasion of privacy or an unlawful taking of property without compensation. The court reasoned that there was sufficient evidence that seawalls and revetments, such as the one proposed in this case, "tend to cause sand loss from beach areas in front of and adjacent to them even if they protect immediate structures," and that the cumulative effect of revetments along the California coast placed "a burden on public access to and along state tide and submerged lands [making the] corresponding compensation by means of public access . . . reasonable." 

In Whaler's Village, the court recognized and protected the sand beach as it existed at a particular point in time, rather than addressing or protecting the naturally dynamic processes that created and sustain the beach. This case represents a small incremental step in the court's growing awareness of the special status and nature of sand beaches.

In 1998, a California court of appeal held that the denial of a permit to develop along the shoreline was justified, because the mean high tide, the legal boundary between the developer's beachfront property and the state's tidelands, was ambulatory, not fixed, and the proposed development would interfere with tidal action. This case is significant in recognizing the dynamic nature of coastal beaches and implies that there are activities which affect coastal processes.

This Article addresses issues that the above cases left unresolved. Large parts of California's coastal beaches are public. They are used for the public benefit. Erosion of beaches now threatens the fiscal well-being of entire communities by, for example, causing the loss of tourist revenue. Unlike the situation in Miramar or Joslin, where only individual interests were affected, depriving coastline beaches of sand needed to replenish them will result in an injury to the interests of the public at large. In short, unlike the situations in most of the reported California decisions on this topic, the larger picture provides the view that the continued supply of sand to the beaches of California confers a significant
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public benefit.

Federal Law

One question which historically caused great confusion is whether lawsuits concerning riparian or littoral rights presented issues of exclusively state law or whether federal law is determinative. This issue was resolved by the United States Supreme Court in a 1977 case involving Sand Rights, Oregon ex rel. State Land Board v. Corvallis Sand & Gravel Co., 84 which was reaffirmed in Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Mississippi. 85

In Corvallis, the State of Oregon sued the Corvallis Sand & Gravel Co. in an attempt to stop the company from dredging sand from certain lands beneath the Willamette River. 86 The dredging occurred for forty to fifty years under a federal patent, but without a lease from the State. 87 This case, like many other cases involving the continued appropriation of sand by a private party, was filed by the State, which, at the time of the lawsuit, was in a more environmentally enlightened period, and repented of its previous generosity in allowing the company to remove this sand from the Greater Littoral Cell. 88

The Court examined the venerable case of Pollard v. Hagen, 89 which established the principle that "[t]he shores of navigable waters, and the soils under them, were not granted by the Constitution to the United States, but were reserved to the states respectively." 90

In Corvallis, the Court held that, because of the doctrine in Pollard, states are free to choose their own legal principles to resolve property disputes relating to land under riverbeds. 91 The United States Supreme Court sent the case back to the Oregon Supreme Court, 92 which held that Oregon had "title to all portions of the bed of the Willamette River involved in this case, except . . . [a] portion of the bed . . . owned by defendant Corvallis," based
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upon a change in the river’s course in 1909.\textsuperscript{93} Therefore, Corvallis
Sand & Gravel had to discontinue dredging the Willamette River,
except on its portion of the bed, and was required to pay damages
to the State for the sand it had removed.\textsuperscript{94}

In \textit{Phillips Petroleum}, the Court extended the ruling in
\textit{Corvallis} by holding that, under the Public Trust Doctrine, the
states hold title to all lands under waters influenced by the tides,
not just those below the mean high
tidal line.\textsuperscript{95} Thus, states have
absolute title to the beds of all waters influenced by the tides\textsuperscript{96} as
well as all navigable fresh waters within their boundaries, title to
which cannot be defeated, even by an act of Congress.\textsuperscript{97}

In \textit{Phillips Petroleum}, the Court strongly reaffirmed the Public
Trust Doctrine, holding it applied to a nonnavigable bayou and
small drainage streams several miles inland from the coastline.\textsuperscript{98}
The Court reasoned that there is no difference in kind between
these waters, since both types of waters are connected to the sea
and “share those ‘geographical, chemical and environmental’ quali-
ties that make lands beneath tidal waters unique.”\textsuperscript{99} The fact that
record title had been privately held since before statehood (by Span-
ish land grants) and that the record titleholder had paid taxes on
the land, did not divest the State of its sovereign ownership be-
cause “under [state] law, the State’s ownership . . . could not be lost
via adverse possession, laches or any other equitable doctrine.”\textsuperscript{100}

The Public Trust Doctrine

The Public Trust Doctrine traces its lineage to ancient Roman
Law.\textsuperscript{101} The Institutes of Justinian established that certain types
of property were \textit{res communes}, common to all the people and inca-
ble of private ownership.\textsuperscript{102} These included running waters in
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the sea and the land beneath them.\textsuperscript{103} The shores are not understood to be property of any man, but are compared to the sea itself, and to the sand or ground that is under the sea.\textsuperscript{104}

According to the doctrine, the sovereign may dispose of its ownership rights in certain trust lands, called the \textit{jus privatum}, but it always retains a continuing obligation to manage the trust lands for the public interest, the \textit{jus publicum}.\textsuperscript{105} This obligation is inalienable.\textsuperscript{106} A state may convey to a private owner bare legal title to tidelands, but his or her ownership interest is subject to and restricted by the superior public interest.\textsuperscript{107}

The Public Trust Doctrine was apparently not used during the Middle Ages, but was reinstated during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I of England in the last half of the sixteenth century.\textsuperscript{108} Under the English interpretation of the doctrine, the restraint was imposed only upon the sovereign; Parliament retained the power to enlarge, diminish, or eliminate the rights of the public over the tidelands, provided that there was some legitimate public purpose asserted.\textsuperscript{109} It has been written that "[i]t is part of the prerogative and duty of the Crown to preserve the realm from the inroads of the sea and to protect the land from the inundation of the water for the benefit, not of an individual, but of the whole commonwealth."\textsuperscript{110}

These two divergent sources of the Public Trust Doctrine — Roman and English law — have produced a degree of confusion, as both were carried over into American law. However, despite its obscure origins and confusing application, the Public Trust Doctrine is firmly established in the United States and in the State of Cali-
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Historically, California and other states have recognized the Public Trust Doctrine. In a 1913 seminal case, *People v. California Fish Co.*, the Supreme Court of California held that when a statute authorizing the conveyance of tidelands for private use does not explicitly do so clear of the public trust, the grantees do not acquire absolute title. Instead, the grantees hold the land subject to the right of the state to interfere for public trust purposes.

In a 1971 case, *Marks v. Whitney*, the California Supreme Court, perhaps in response to the growing environmental movement, discussed the flexibility of the Public Trust Doctrine in the context of a boundary dispute between two private property owners on a bay in Marin County. The court held that the public trust extends beyond the traditional purposes of navigation, commerce, and fisheries to the protection of environmental and recreational values.

*California Fish* and *Marks* both involved grants of tidelands. While it has been clear since Roman times that the public trust applies to tidelands, the doctrine's application has been extended in California and elsewhere beyond waters influenced by the tides to all navigable lakes and streams and water dependent resources within those resources.

In Florida and other states such as Oregon and Hawaii, the customary rights doctrine has been invoked to protect public use of beaches. The Florida Supreme Court has observed:
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The beaches of Florida are of such a character as to use and potential development as to require separate consideration from other lands with respect to the elements and consequences of title. The sandy portion of the beaches are of no use for farming, grazing, timber production, or residency—the traditional uses of land—but has served as a thoroughfare and haven for fishermen and bathers, as well as a place of recreation for the public. The interest and rights of the public to the full use of the beaches should be protected.122

Application of the Public Trust Doctrine to Protect Water Based Resources

California’s system of water law is extremely complex and evolved from the State’s colorful history, where water became more important than gold.123 This complex water law system was overlain with the Public Trust Doctrine by the California Supreme Court in National Audubon Society v. Superior Court.124 This case arose out of a long-standing dispute over the appropriation of water from streams feeding Mono Lake by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power for the use of the citizens of Los Angeles.125

The court traced the history of water rights in California and the evolution of the Public Trust Doctrine.126 In particular, the court examined what has been called the most celebrated public trust case in American law, the decision of United States Supreme Court in Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois.127 This case arose when, in 1869, the Illinois Legislature granted to the Illinois Central Railroad over 1000 acres of land underlying Lake Michigan, where it meets the central business district of Chicago.128 In 1873, the State decided it had been too generous, repealed the 1869 grant, and sued to have the grant declared invalid.129 The Supreme Court held that the 1869 grant was invalid because a state may not divest itself of the authority to govern the whole of an area
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that the state holds in trust for the people, so "that they may enjoy the navigation of the waters, carry on commerce over them, and have liberty of fishing therein, freed from the obstruction or interference of private parties." Thus, the United States Supreme Court stated a principle that requires judicial skepticism of governmental conduct that is designed to reallocate public resources into private hands.\textsuperscript{30}

The 1983 California Supreme Court decision in \textit{National Audubon} attempted to bring together the principles of \textit{Illinois Central Railroad} and all of the competing water doctrines to make a definitive statement upon the condition of water rights in California.\textsuperscript{31} The court held that, despite the other water doctrines recognized in California, the Public Trust Doctrine provided an independent basis for evaluating the diversion of water from Mono Lake to "thirsty" Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{32}

The most important facet of the Public Trust Doctrine was the State's power and duty as the sovereign to exercise continuous supervision and control over the tidelands, the navigable waters, and the land underlying those waters.\textsuperscript{33} The state's responsibility for supervision continues notwithstanding any previous contracts or transfer of property rights concerning the uses of the water in question or the land underlying the water.\textsuperscript{34} The State cannot "abrogate the public trust merely by authorizing a use inconsistent with the trust."\textsuperscript{35}

The critical holding of the Supreme Court of California means that no person can ever gain a vested right in a continued, unreasonable use of waters or lands underlying the waters of California.\textsuperscript{36} While a property owner may have a vested right in the use of his or her property subject to the trust, the owner cannot claim a vested right, despite the passage of long periods of time, "to bar recognition of the trust or state action to carry out its purposes."\textsuperscript{37} The United States Supreme Court's decision in \textit{Phillips Petroleum} points out that a landowner cannot have a reasonable ex-
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pecation of owning such lands.139

An advantage of applying the Public Trust Doctrine to protect beaches is that properly exercising the public trust will not violate the Takings Clause of the United States Constitution.140 This is contrasted with using police power, as demonstrated in Nollan v. California Coastal Commission141 and Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council.142

In Nollan, the United States Supreme Court held that conditioning the replacement of a small beach cottage with a larger home on dedication of a public access along the beach constituted a taking because there was no nexus between the burden caused by the development and the exaction.143 In Lucas, the Supreme Court found that the application of a beach erosion set back line, which prevented Lucas from building any houses on his beachfront lots, constituted a taking for which the State was required to pay compensation unless state common-law property and nuisance principles would have “prevented the erection of any habitable or productive improvements” on the land.144

While the State of South Carolina in Lucas was unable to identify such common law principles,145 in Lechuza Villas West v. California Coastal Commission,146 a California court of appeal concluded that the Public Trust Doctrine justified denial of a permit to build a residential development on beachfront property where the mean high tideline, the seaward legal boundary, was ambulatory, not fixed, and the proposed development would from time to time intrude on tidelands.147 The court held that the landowner may not “vest in itself permanent legal title over land which, because it is bordered by the ocean and is subject to seasonal accretion and erosion, belongs sometimes to the state and sometimes to Lechuza.”148 The “ambulatory line . . . marks the point at which any public [trust] rights . . . end.”149 It does not extend to wave
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uprush past the mean high tideline. 150

Because a property owner can never gain a vested right to unreasonable use of property subject to the public trust, the Public Trust Doctrine is part of the existing rules or understandings that are inherent in a shoreline landowner's title and for which no compensation is required under the Takings Clause. 151

Application of the Public Trust Doctrine to Protect Sand Replenishment Along the Coast

The California Supreme Court's National Audubon decision indicated that the supreme court would look favorably upon an argument that its analysis should be applied to the diversion of sand from the beaches or the coast. For example, the court recognized that the public trust extends to nonnavigable tributaries where extraction of water harms public interest in navigable waters. 152 It could similarly be argued that diversion of sand by action on a shoreline or a non-navigable stream is protected under the Public Trust Doctrine because it damages the public interest in the tidelands. 153 This is the essence of the holdings in Whaler's Village and Lechuza. 154

The California Supreme Court also recognized that the Public Trust Doctrine has traditionally been applied only to three uses—navigation, commerce, and fishing. 155 In language that is crucial not only to any legal argument in favor of Sand Rights, but also to any policy argument in support of the necessity of creating a system of Sand Rights, the court stated:

[T]he public uses to which tidelands are subject are sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public needs. In administering the trust the state is not burdened with an outmoded classification favoring one mode of utilization over another. There is a growing public recognition that one of the most important public uses of
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the tidelands — a use encompassed within the tidelands trust — is the preservation of those lands in their natural state, so that they may serve as ecological units for scientific study, as open space, and as environments which provide food and habitat for birds and marine life, and which favorably affect the scenery and climate of the area.\textsuperscript{156}

In \textit{National Audubon}, the plaintiffs sought to protect values other than those traditionally associated with the public trust.\textsuperscript{157} Specifically, they sought to protect the attributes of the resource itself — the lake's recreational and ecological values, including "the scenic views of the lake and its shores, the purity of the air, and the use of the lake for nesting and feeding by birds."\textsuperscript{158} The court held that it was clear that the protection of these types of environmental and recreational values were "among the purposes of the public trust."\textsuperscript{159} Protection of beaches, which serve not only natural habitat and recreational purposes, but also aid commerce, navigation, and fishing, clearly falls within traditional, as well as expanded, public trust purposes. Protection from shoreline erosion would also seem to be a proper trust purpose.

It logically follows that if courts recognized Sand Rights as subject to the public trust, courts would be free to reexamine any or all uses of the waters of the state to ascertain whether these uses are consistent with the needs of the public. Therefore, sand mining along the coast and in the rivers leading to the coast might be considered an unreasonable use and be terminated; dams that block the flow of sand might be removed; and coastal structures relocated.

\textbf{INTEGRATING SAND RIGHTS INTO THE LEGAL SYSTEM}

The preceding discussion has focused on whether the Public Trust Doctrine, as enunciated by the California Supreme Court in \textit{National Audubon} and by the United States Supreme Court in \textit{Phillips Petroleum}, is sufficiently broad to encompass a doctrine of Sand Rights. The need for such a doctrine and the failure of current law to recognize Sand Rights has also been discussed. This section deals with mechanisms through which the doctrine of Sand Rights
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Sand Rights could be integrated into the existing legal system.

There are at least three potential legal avenues for integrating Sand Rights into the decision-making process. First, the courts could do so by recognizing Sand Rights as an interest to be protected by the common law and the California Constitution under the Public Trust Doctrine. Second, the state legislature and Congress could mandate consideration of the effect of a project on sand supply. Third, administrative agencies could recognize and deal with the problem.

Without wide recognition of the effect of projects on sand supply to beaches, policy decisions and engineering decisions will continue to be made without adequate consideration of the effect of these decisions on beaches. Recognition of Sand Rights would not automatically require the denial of projects that have an adverse effect on the supply of sand. The need for a continued supply of sand to our beaches should be considered and mitigated to the extent feasible along with all of the other factors which are currently considered before a decision is made to proceed with a project.

Legislation can further Sand Rights. For example, the impact of projects on the supply of sand to the coast could be incorporated into the existing environmental impact statement process under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) process under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). These environmental statutes are designed, for the most part, not to impose substantive duties on the decision-maker, but require that the impacts of the project upon specified interests be considered and avoided or mitigated to the extent feasible. Specific legislation, such as § 21083.2 of the California Public Resources Code, which requires a full EIR to be prepared when a project may have a “significant effect on unique archaeological resources,” could be expanded to require analysis of
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adverse impacts on the sand supply to beaches. New legislation does not appear necessary; however, state regulations could be administratively amended to address the significance of a project affecting the deposition of sand on the coastline and require the preparation of an EIR.

Public agencies could require the consideration of a project's effect on beach nourishment through regulation. Cities, counties, and special districts (to a limited extent) have the ability to do this legislatively through their reserved police power, and many state and federal agencies may do so under their broad grant of statutory authority. For example, the United States Army Corps of Engineers has wide discretion to take measures to mitigate erosion damage caused by new or existing navigational structures and to investigate and reverse beach erosion.

Under existing statutory authority, the California Coastal Commission has administratively conditioned its approval of the San Juan Creek project by requiring sand to be transported to a beach. However, the California Coastal Act applies only to decisions made within the coastal zone. Many large projects that have major effects upon the delivery of sand to beaches are constructed outside of the coastal zone, and are thus beyond the jurisdiction of the Coastal Act. However, it should also be noted that the commission does have the authority to review and, in effect, permit or deny projects that lie outside of the Coastal Zone, but have an effect within the Coastal Zone, through the unique federal consistency provisions of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act and the California Coastal Act.

Public agencies can use their existing powers to fund erosion control projects. One method to obtain funding for beach stabilization projects, such as jetties, breakwaters, artificial fill, artificial sea-grass, and even transportation of sand trapped behind dams,
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would be to form special assessment districts. A special assessment district could conceivably encompass the entire “Greater Littoral Cell.” Each person residing in a “Greater Littoral Cell” (and there are millions of residents within some cells) would only have to pay a few dollars per year in assessments to support the issuance of bonds providing for millions of dollars which could be spent on beach protection projects. Funding could also be obtained by imposing a “sand fee” on new development within the “Greater Littoral Cell” that affects the supply of sand to the coast. A gas tax is a logical source of funding for beach protection inasmuch as highways block sand from reaching the beaches and contribute to pollution with surface runoff.

While there are several approaches to institutionalizing a doctrine of Sand Rights, there are distinct advantages to incorporating the concept of Sand Rights within the Public Trust Doctrine rather than regulating through police power, which is subject to political whim and constitutional limits.

ADVANTAGES OF SAND RIGHTS

Because the Public Trust Doctrine imposes a continuing duty of supervision upon the state, it would allow for a reappraisal of a permit to mine sand on beaches and in rivers that feed beaches, which might appear to be mistaken in hindsight. While the Public Trust Doctrine cannot be invoked for private purposes, any party has standing to raise the Public Trust Doctrine in a lawsuit. The doctrine, because it is derived from the Constitution in California, would have to be considered by all state and local agencies even when performing their mandated duties under state statutes. Most importantly, because there is an affirmative duty to continue to supervise any appropriation of public trust assets, the state retains the power to reconsider past decisions, even though the effect of these decisions on the public trust was already considered. Finally, no individual can claim a vested right against the public
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trust;\textsuperscript{183} therefore, claims of inverse condemnation would fail.

**CONCLUSION**

There is a need for adoption of a doctrine which would require all decision-makers within a "Greater Littoral Cell" to consider the effect of projects upon the supply of sand to the beach. The sand on our beaches is a valuable resource, for recreation and natural habitat purposes as well as a buffer to prevent storms from causing severe property damage. Sand Rights could be recognized as part of the existing Public Trust Doctrine; it could be created legislatively or administratively in the form of regulations that must be complied with before a project could be carried out. Sand Rights would not necessarily halt development or improvements to the state's navigable waters, but would require that careful consideration be given to those proposed or existing projects that interfere with the delivery of large amounts of sand to our beaches and, when new projects are approved, measures should be taken to mitigate the damage to one of our nation's most important resources.
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